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1 Introduction

Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and I an ideal of A. The fiber
cone of I (with respect to m) is defined as Fm(I) = ©„>o 7n/m/n, which is a noetherian

graded algebra over the residue field A/m. This graded object encodes several informations
on /. For instance, when the residue field is infinite its dimensión coincides with the

minimal number of generators of any minimal reduction of I, that is the analytic spread
of I. Also the Hilbert function of Fm(I) provides the minimal number of generators of the

powers of I. See [26] for basic information concerning these facts.

The arithmetical properties of fiber cones have been scantily studied. If I is generated

by a regular sequence, or more in general by a family of analytically independent elements,

Fm(I) is trivially Cohén-Macaulay. On the other hand, C. Huneke and J. Sally proved
that if A is Cohén-Macaulay and I is m-primary with reduction number one then F4I)
is Cohen-Macaulav, see [11]. Also, M. Morales and A. Simis have shown in [19] that the
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fiber cone of the defining ideal of a monomial curve in ¡P3 lying on a quadric is always

Cohen-Macaulay. That result was extended by P. Giménez [2] to monomial varieties of

codimension two whose Rees algebra is presented by an ideal generated by elements of

degree at most two.

A more general approach to the Cohen-Macaulayness of the fiber cone was made by

K. Shah in [27], where the case of equimultiple ¡deais with reduction number at most two

was considered. In particular, it was proven there that if A is Cohén-Macaulay and / is an

equimultiple ideal with reduction number one the fiber cone of I is always Cohen-Macaulay,
see also [28] for another related result. The method followed by Shah to study the Cohen-

Macaulayness of fiber cones is the follovving (we always assume that A/m is infinite): Let

/ be an ideal of .4 and J a minimal reduction of I. Then Fm(I) is a finite extensión of

Fm(J) (which is. in fact, a Noether normalization of Fm(I)). Since J is generated by a

family of analytically independent elements, Fm(J) is a polynomial ring over the residue
field A/m, henee Fm(I) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if it is free as Fm(7)-module, see

[20]. Now, if J is generated by a regular sequence and the reduction number of / is at

most two, Shah is able to find conditions which guaranty the existence of a basis of Fm(I)
as a Fm(</)-module.

The first goal of the present paper was to extend the above results to ¡deais of any

reduction number. We achieve it, since as a consequence of the basic criterion we prove in

Theorem 2.8 we may formúlate the follovving:

Theorem 1.1 Let (A.m) be a noetherian local ring and I C A an ideal. Let J be a

minimal reduction of I and denote by rj(I) the reduction number of I with respect to

J. Assume that J is generated by a regular sequence and that J D In = J/n_1 for all
1 < n < rj(I). Then, Fm(I) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if J ti m/n = Jmln~l for all
1 < n < rj(I).

This result recovers what Shah proved for reduction number at most two, but our

approach is completely different. Nimely, a minimal system of generators of a minimal
reduction of I provides a system of . rameters of Fm(I) composed by homogeneous ele¬
ments of degree one. Our conditions may then be viewed as a ”mixed-Valabrega-Valla”
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iike criterion to t his familv of homogeneous elements of degree one be a regular sequence in

Fm(/). In order to prove ¡t, we introduce a filtration of submodules of A whose associated

graded module can be thought as an intermedíate of the associated graded ring of I and
the fiber cone of I. while to controle depths we use a slight generalization of the modified

Koszul complexes studied by S. Huckaba and T. Marley in [9]. Furthermore, this point of
view allows us to extend Shah’s results not only to ideáis of any reduction number but also

to noetherian filtrations which include the filtration of the integral closures of the powers

an ideal.

All the above technical results, including our basic criterion Theorem 2.8, are developed

in Section 2, while Section 3 is devoted to study fiber cones of equimultiple good filtrations.
In particular, we give a criterion for an integrally closed m-primary ideal whose second
Hilbert coefficient (resp. normalized second Hilbert coefficient) is equal to one having

Cohen-Macaulay fiber cone (resp. normalized fiber cone), Theorem 3.10 (resp. Theorem

3.12). This allows us to characterize for which 2-dimensional rational or elliptic sigularities
the normalized fiber cone is Cohen-Macaulay, see Theorem 3.13. In Section 4 we prove that
if A is Cohen-Macaulay and I is an analytic deviation one ideal with reduction number

one the fiber cone of / is always Cohen-Macaulay. Finally, in Section 5 we apply all the
above results to determine in each case the minimal number of generators of the powers

or the integral closures of the powers of the ideal.

2 Modified Koszul complexes and the depth of the fiber

cone

Let A be a commutative noetherian ring, I an ideal of A, and E an A-module. Let
E = (En)n>o be a filtration of A-submodules of E : E = Eq D E\ D • • ■ D En D • • • .

Recall that E is said to be an /-filtration if IEn C £n+1 for all n > 0. Then, for a given

family ai,..., of elements in I the A-module E = ©n>0 En can be viewed as a graded
module over the polynomial ring A[Xi,..., Tfc] by means of the multiplicaron

/(F\,..., Tk) nii = /(ai,...,afc)m¿, m,- € ,
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see [15]. Thus we can consider K{T\Tk\ E) the graded Koszul complex of Ti,..., Tk
with coefficients in E. It’s component of degree n

Kn(T\, Tk; E) : 0 —<■ 'n-k-1 En —► 0

is a subcomplex of the Koszul complex A'(ai, • • •, ak; E) of ai,..., a* with coefficients in

E. Henee the re exists an exact sequence of complexes

0 — I\n[T\,.. .,Tjt;E) — K{ax,...,ak\E) -»■ C{ax,..., ak\E; n) -* 0

where C(ai, ak;E;n) = K(ai,..., ak; E)/Kn(Ti,... ,Tk; E).

Definition 2.1 The complex C(ai,..., ak; E; n) is the n-th modified Koszul complex of

ai,..., ak with coefficients in E.

Note that from the natural exact sequence

o - A'(ri....,7*_i;E)- A'(ri,...,rfc;E)-* A'(T1,...,rfe_i;E)(-l)-0

and taking components of degree n we get the exact sequence of modified Koszul complexes

0 -»■ C(ax njt_i; E; n) -* C(au ..., ak; E; n) — C(ai,.. .,a*_i;E; n - 1)(-1) 0,

as well as the long exact sequence of homologies

~ K¿(C{oi■,.. •, ají;—i> E, 7i)) > Hi(C(a\,..., ak, E, n)) ►

Hi-i(C’(ai ctjt—i; E; n - 1)) /fj_i(C(ai,.. .,a*;_i;E; n)) —► • • • .

Similarly to [9. Lemma 3.2], where the case of Hilbert filtrations is considered, one can

explicitely compute some homologies of modified Koszul complexes. We omit the proof.

Lemma 2.2 (i) tf0(C(ai,..., ak; E; n)) = E/(En + (ax,..., ak)E).

(ii) Hk(C(ai,.... afc¡ E: n)) = (En—k+\ ‘e (®i> • • •»En—k•

(iii) If a i,.. .,nk is a regular sequence in E then

H\(C(a\,.. .,ajt;E; a)) = ((ai,...,ak)E fl £’n)/(ai,..., ak)En-\.
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Now, let us cousider a filtration Z = (/„)„>o of ideáis of A, i.e. a sequence of ¡deais

A = Jo 3 /] D ■ ■ ■ D In D ■ ■ ■ sucli that InIm C In+m for all n, m > 0. (For an ideal /

we shall also denote by / its adic filtration.) A filtration E of an A-module E is said to

be Z-compatible if InEm C Fn+m for all n,m > 0. (Observe that if / is an ideal, E is an

/-filtration if and only if E is /-compatible.) Then, G(E) = ®n>0 En/En+j is in a natural

way a graded module over G(Z) = ®n>0/n//n+i> the associated graded ring of Z.
Let a £ I\ and denote by a* its image in h/h G(Z). Recall that a filtration Z

of ideáis A is said to be noetherian if R(I) = ©n>o 4iín í A[f], the Rees ring of Z, is
noetherian. Then. the associated graded ring of Z is also noetherian. By a straightforward

adaptation of [9. Proposition 3.3, Lemma 3.4, and Proposition 3.5] we obtain the following:

Proposition 2.3 Assvme that 1 is a noetherian filtration and that G(E) is finitely gen-

erated as G(X)-module. Let aj,..., be a family of elements in Ii. Then:

(i) depth(a. U.)G(E) = min{j | ///t_J(G(a1,... ,a*; E; n)) ^ 0 for some n}.

(ii) If Hj{C(ai...., a*..; E; n)) = 0 for all n, then Hi(C(a\,..., a&; E; n)) = 0 for all i > j
and n.

(iii) (Generalized Valabrega- Valla) aj,..., a£ is a regular sequence in G(E) if and only if
ai,.... ük is a regular sequence in E and (ai,..., ak)E Pl En — (ai,..., at)En_i for
all n > 1.

Now we turn to the rnain object of this paper. Let Z be a filtration of ideáis of A and
H an ideal of .4 which contains I\.

Definition 2.4 The graded ring Z//(Z) = 0n>o /n/HIn is the fiber cone ofl with respect
to H.

Assume that E is an Z-compatible filtration. Then we can consider the graded Z//(Z)-
module defined by F//(E) = ®n>0 En/HEn. On the other hand the following filtration of
E:

Eh = {E^)n>o, where E„ = HEn.i if n > 1, Eq = E
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is an /i-filtraticm. henee G{EH) is a graded G(I\ )-module. Finally, for any given element

a G I\ denote by a’, n°, and a' ¡ts ¡mage in I1/I2 ^ G’(Z), I\¡HI\ <—► Fh(1), and

l\!l\ c— G'(A), respectively.
Our next proposition relates by means of an exact sequence, the Koszul complex with

coefficients in the fiber cone with the modified Koszul complexes with coefficients in E and

Eh.

Proposition 2.5 Let nj,...,Ojt be elements in I\. There exists an exact sequence of

complexes

0 -<■ Kn(a° a°: Fh{E)) — C{ax,.. ,,a^EH;n + 1) — C(ai,... ,ak; E; n) — 0

where A'n(a°,.... a°; E^(E)) is the n-th component of the graded Koszul complex of

a®,..., a°k with coefficients in Fh(E).

Proof. Straightforward after explicitely writing each complex.

Proposition 2.6 Assume that I is noetherian and G(E) finitely generated as a G{T)-
module. Let a\,...,ai¡ be elements in I\. //depth(a. a.jG(E) > r then

Hj(K(ag,.. ,,a°k; Fui E)))n ~ Hj(C(au...,akiE;n+ 1)) for all j > k - r, for all n.

Proof. From the exact sequence in Proposition 2.5 we get a long exact sequence of

homology

Ht+l(C{au ..a*; E; n)) — ..., ag; FH(E)))n —

Ht(C(a, fljt;Etf;n+ 1)) —*■ H,{C(ax,.. .,ak\E;n)) —- ••• .

If depth(a. a.jG'(E) > r then by Proposition 2.3(¡) Hj(C(ai,..., a^; E; n)) = 0 for all
j > k - r and n. henee #,•( A'(ai,...,ag; F//(E)))n ~ H}(C(ai,.. . ,aj¿; EH; n + 1)) for all
j > k — r and n too.

If we assume that depth(a. a.jG(E) is the biggest possible we obtain:

Proposition 2.7 Under the hypothesis of Proposition 2.6, ¿/depth(a. )a.jG(E) = k then
depth(ao aok)FH( E) = depth(o, a<k)G{EH).
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Proof. Apply Proposition 2.3(i) and Proposition 2.6.

Finally, writing the above proposition in terms of the generalized Valabrega-Valla we

get:

Theorem 2.8 Let A be a noetherian ring, X a noetherian filtration of ideáis of A, and E

a filtration of submodules of an A-module E. Suppose that E is I-compatible and G'(E)

finitely generated as a G(X)-module, and let a\,.. ,,ai¡ be a family of elements in I\. As-

sume that

(i) ai,..., ftfc is a regidor sequence in A.

(ii) (aj,..., ajt )E n En = (ai,.. .,ak)En-i for all n > 1.

Then, depth(aoaO)//f(E) = k if and only if (aj,... ,ak)E fl HEn = (ai,.. .,ak)HEn-i
for all n > 1.

Proof. Apply Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 2.3(ii¡).

3 The case of equimultiple good filtrations

From now on (.4. m) will be a d-dimensional local ring with an infinite residue field. Let
/ be an ideal of .4 and X = (/„)n>o a filtration of ideáis of A. Recall that X is said to

be /-good if I is an /-filtration and there exists no such that IIn = /n+i for all n > uq.

More generally, X is said to be good if it is /-good for some ideal / C A, equivalently if X
is /i-good. Note that every good filtration is noetherian.

Adíe filtrations are good, and it is well known that if A is analytically unramified
the filtration given by the integral closures of the powers of an ideal / is also good. On
the other hand, if .4 is Cohén-Macaulay and / denotes the Ratliff-Rush closure of I, the
filtration (/n)n>o is good when ht(/) > 0.

In [7] reductions of good filtrations were studied. Let J = (/n)n>o < X = (/n)n>o be
two filtrations of .4. Following [21], it is said that J is a reduction of I if there exists a

positive integer m such that In = In-\J\ -| h /n_m/m for all n > 0. It was observed in



[21] that minimal reductions of filtrations never exist. On the contrary, in [7] it is proved
that minimal good reductions of good filtrations always exist. Let J be a good filtration
which is a reduction of a good filtration I. We then say that J is a minimal (good)
reduction of I if does not properly contain any good filtration which is a reduction of I.

Proposition 3.1 ([7, Proposition 2.6]) Let I be a good filtration. Then J is a minimal

(good) reduction of 1 if and only if J = (7n)„>o, where J is a minimal reduction of I\.
In particular, minimal (good) reductions of T always exist.

By abuse of language we then say that the ideal 7 is a minimal reduction of I. Most

of the properties of minimal reductions of ideáis can be in this way extended to good
filtrations. Define s(I) = dim Fm(l) to be the analytical spread of I. As a natural

generalization of the classical result of Northcott and Rees we have the following:

Proposition 3.2 ([7, Lemma 2.8]) Let I be a good filtration, and for a given element
a 6 I\ denote by a° its image in A/m/i •—* Fm(l). The following are then equivalent:

(i) a\,.. .,a3 is a minimal system of generators of a minimal reduction ofl.

(ii) a],.... a® is a system of parameters of Fm(2).

It is easy to see [7, Lemma 2.7] that for a good filtration J, s(l) = dim G(I)/mG(l).
Next lemma shows that if depth Fm(l) > 0 then we also have the equality Fm{l) =

G(I)/mG{I).

Lemma. 3.3 Let I be a good filtration. If depth Fm(J) > 0 then In+\ C m/n for all n > 0
and Fm(T) = G(I)/mG{l). In particular, if I\ = m then I = (mn)n>o.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

0 _ ®(m/n + In+l)/mln - FJI) - G(I)/mG(I) - 0 .
n>0

Since T is good In+i C m/„ for n » 0, henee dim(0n>o(m/n + /n+1)/m/n) = 0. If
depthFm(I) > 0 this implies that ®n>0{mln -)- /n+1)/m/„ = 0, thus In+i C m/n for all
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n > 0. Now. if /] = m \ve have I\In C In+l C mIn = IxIn for all n > 0, that is, /n+1 = I\In

for all n > 0. This meaus that I = (m'l)n>0.

Let I be a good ñltration and J a reduction of X. Similarly to the adic case we define
the reduction number of X with respect to J as the number rj(X) = min{n | /m+i = Jim
for all m > n}, and the reduction number of X as r(X) = min{r/(X) \ J a minimal reduction
of X }. If A is analytically unramified, X - (In)n>o and J is a minimal reduction of I we

set rj(I) — rj(X), and similarly for 7(1), the normalized reduction number of I. We also

say that X is equimultiple if ht(/) = s(I). Note that if A is Cohén-Macaulay this implies
that J is generated by a regular sequence.

The following result extends [27, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2], where only adic ñltration
with reduction number one and two were considered. Our result is valid for good filtrations
of any reduction number, as well as ¡t shows that the conditions there are also necessary.

Theorem 3.4 Let X be a good filtration and J a minimal reduction ofX. Assume that

(i) J is generated by a regular sequence, and

(ii) J fl In = i for all 1 < n < rj(X).

Then Fm(X) is Cohén-Macaulay if and only if J D m/„ = JmIn-\ for all 1 < n < rj(X).

Proof. Let J = (ai,...,a*), s = s(X). Then, ai,...,a° is a system of parameters of

Fm(X). On the other hand, the equalities Jfl/n = JIn-1 are satisfied for all 1 < n < rj(X)

by hypothesis. and also for n > rj(X) since then In = JIn-\. Thus, by Theorem 2.8 Fm(X)
is Cohén-Macaulay if and only if J fl m/n = for all n > 1. The statement is then
clear taking into account that J fl mIn = Jm/n_! for n > rj(X) trivially.

Remark 3.5 Note that in [27, Theorem 2] (adic case with reduction number two ) it was

used the stronger condition I2m = Jml instead J fl mi2 = Jml.

Remark 3.6 Let I — (fn)n>o be a good filtration with r(X) < 1 and let 7 be a minimal
reduction of X such that rj(X) = r(I). Then /„ = Jn~lI\ for all ra > 1 and In = Jn~lh C

irlh C /” C In. Therefore In = for all n > 0 and X is the /i-adic filtration.
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Corollary 3.7 [27. Corollary l(a)J Let (.4, m) be a Cohén-Macaulay local ring and I an

equimultiple ideal with r(I) < 1. Then Fm{I) is Cohén Macaulay.

Proof. Since .4 ¡s Cohén-Macaulay and / is equimultiple any minimal reduction of I is

generated by a regular sequence. Let J be a such one with rj(I) = r(J). Then, condition

(ii) in Theorem 3.4 holds trivially. On the other hand, since any minimal system of

generators of J is part of a minimal system of generators of I we have that J H mi — Jm.

Consequently, Fm(I) is Cohén-Macaulay by Theorem 3.4.

Example 3.8 Let .4 = K[[X,Y, Z,T]]/(T2, ZT,XZ — YT) = A'[[x,y,2,í]] where K is a

field with |A'| = oo. .4 is a 2-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring. Let I = ((x +

z)2,yt(x + z) ) and J — ( (x + z)2 ). Then ht(7) = 1 and I2 = JI, thus since 7 is not a

complete intersection I is equimultiple with r(I) = 1. By Corollary 3.7 Fm(7) is Cohen-

Macaulay. Note that A/I is not Cohen-Macaulay, see [6, Remark (22.21)], and neither

G(I) is by [6, Proposition (25.1)].

Proposition 3.9 Let I — (/„)„>o be a good filtration with I\ m-primary. Assume that

G(I) is Cohen-Macaulay and let J be a minimal reduction ofl. The following are then

equivalent:

(i) Fm{I) is Cohen-Macaulay.

(ii) J D mIn = ./m/n.j for all 1 < n < rj(I).

Proof. Let J = (ai,..., a¿). Then, a\,..., a¿ is a system of parameters of G(I), and so

it is a regular sequence since G(T) is Cohen-Macaulay. Now apply Proposition 2.3(iii) and
Theorem 3.4.

Assume now that / is m-primary. Let H¡(n) — length{A/In) and P¡(n) its Hilbert
function and its Hilbert polynomial respectively. Then, H¡(n) = Pj(n) for n > 0 and

P[{n) may be written as

¡=o

'
n d — i — 1

d - i
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Suppose furthermore that A is Cohén-Macaulay. It’s a well known result of Northcott that

e\{I) > eo(I) -length( A/I) > 0 and that ei(/) = 0 if and only if / is generated by a system

of parameters of A. It has also been proved by Huneke [10, Theorem 2.1] and Ooishi [24,
Theorem 3.3], independently, that e¡(/) = eo(/) - length(A//) if and only if rj(I) < 1 for

any minimal reduction J of I. More recently, Sally [25] proved that if d > 2 and (/) / 0,
then €i(!) = eo(/) - length(A//) + 1 if and only if for some (every) minimal reduction J

of /, rj(I) = 2 and length(/2/7/) = 1. And that if such conditions hold then e-i(/) = 1,

see also [9]. Moreover, Sally also noted that the equality eo(/) - length(A//) + 1 = e\(/)
does not imply e¿(/) ^ 0. Finally, Itoh [13] has proven that if d > 2 and / is integrally

closed, e2(/) = 1 if and only if e\(I) = eo(/) - length(4//) + 1.

For such kind of equimultiple ideáis which reduction number two we may then formúlate

the following:

Theorem 3.10 Let (A, m) be a Cohén-Macaulay local ring and I a m-primary ideal. Sup¬

pose that I is integrally closed and ei(I) — 1. The following are then equivalent:(i)Fm(I) is C'ohen-Macaulay.(ii)p(JI) < p(I2) for any minimal reduction J of I.(iii)p(JI) = p(í2) — 1 for any minimal reduction J of I.

(Here, p(-) denotes the minimal number of generators.)

Proof. Let J be any minimal reduction of I. By [13, Corollary 14], rj(I) = 2,

length(/2/.//) = 1, and G(I) is Cohén-Macaulay. Henee by Proposition 3.9, Fm(I) is

Cohén-Macaulay if and only if J D mIn = for n = 1,2. On the other hand,
ni/2 C JI because length(/2/7/) = 1, henee the conditions we have to check are equiva¬
lent to J H mi = ./m and m/2 = Jml, where the first equality holds because J is a minimal
reduction of /.

Consider now the exact sequence

0 .// —> I2 I2/JI — 0.
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Tensorizing by A/m we then get the exact sequence

Jl/mJI -1. I2/mi2 — I2¡JI + m/2 — 0 .

Since I2/.// + m/2 = I2/JI ~ A/m we llave that mj/ = m/2 if and only if is injec-
tive if and only if rkA/m{J I¡mJI) = rkA/m(I2 ¡mi2) — 1 if and only if vkA/m(J I¡mJI) <

TkA/m{I2/mI2).
Let now (/i. m) be an analytically unramified local ring, and / an ideal of A. As we

have already mentioned the filtration (In)n>o defined by the integral closures of the powers

of / is good. Suppose furthermore that / is m-primary and let H/(n) = lengthí4(A//n)
the normalized Hilbert function of I, and P¡{n) its normalized Hilbert polynomial. Then

H¡(n) = P¡{n) for large n and P¡{n) may be written as

i=0

n + d - i — 1
d - i

Suppose moreover that A is Cohen-Macaulay of dimensión d > 2 and / is a parameter

ideal. In [14, Proposition 10 and Proposition 12], Itoh has shown that éi(/)-length(///) >

length(/2///), and that equality holds if and only if f¡(I) < 2. Furthermore, ej(/) >

éj(/) — lengthf ///), and equality also holds if and only if r¡(I) < 2.

The following lemma may be obtained from the above by means of easy arguments,

and so we omit the proof. Note that if d ~ 2 it can also be obtained from [10].

Lemma 3.11 Let (A, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimensión d > 2 which is

analytically unramified. I a m-primary ideal, and J a minimal reduction of I. Then:

(i) Ife2{I) = 0. rj(I) < 1 (and I is normal).

(ii) Ifé2(I) = 1. rj(I) = 2 and length(I2/JI) = 1.

Moreover, if I is integrally closed and ei^I) < 1 then rj(I) < rj(I), e2(/) < ^(Z), and
both equalities hold if and only if I is normal.

Let I = (In)n>o and denote by Fm(I) = ®n>0 In/mln the normalized fiber cone of I.
{F(A) if I = m). Similarly to Theorem 3.10 we may obtain:
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Theorem 3.12 Let (A,m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with dimensión d> 2 which

is analytically unramified and I a m-primary ideal. If e2(/) = 1 the following are then

equivalent:(i)Fm(/) is Cohen-Macaulay.

(ii) p{JI) < p{I2) for any minimal reduction J of I.

(iii) p{JI) = p(I2) — 1 for any minimal reduction J of I.

Moreover, if I — m. F( A) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if m is normal.

Proof. First of all note that G(l) is Cohen-Macaulay by [12, Proposition 3j. We may then

proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.10. Finally assume / = m. If F(A) is Cohen-Macaulay
then m is normal by Lemma 3.3. Conversely, if m is normal then F(A) = G(I) = G(m)
which is Cohen-Macaulay as we have already noted.

Recall now that if (.4, m) is an analytically unramified local ring of dimensión d and I is

m-primary, the normal genus of I is defined as g(I) = é<¿(/), and the arithmetical genus of A
as pg(A) =sup {g(I)\I is m—primary}, see [22]. Assume in addition that A is 2-dimensional
and Cohen-Macaulay. It can be then shown that for any m-primary ideal I C A, the normal

genus g(I) equals to length(//^A', Ox)) where A' = Proj(R(I)), [22, Theorem 3.1]. If A is
also analytically normal then by Lipman [17] there exists a desingularization Y —*• Spec(A),
and the integer length(i7 ‘(y, Oy)) does not depend on Y and equals to H(A) = sup

{length(/f1(2', Oz)) | 2 — Spec(A) a proper birational map with Z normal}. Further-
more, if A is normal such a desingularization can be obtained by blowing up an m-primary
ideal. Therefore. if A is analytically normal we have that pg{A) = H(Á). The ring A is
said to be a rational singularity if H(A) = 0, and elliptic if H(A) = 1.

As a consequence of Theorem 3.12 we may characterize for which rational or elliptic

singularices the normalized fiber cone is Cohen-Macaulay. Namely:

Theorem 3.13 Let (A.m) be a 2-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring which is ana¬

lytically normal. If A is a rational singularity, then F(A ) is Cohen-Macaulay. If A is an

elliptic singularity the following are equivalent:



(i) F(A) is Cohén-Macaulay.

(ii) m is normal.

(iii) m is normal and r(m) = 1, or 7’(m) = 2.

Proof. If .F( A) is Cohén-Macaulay then m is normal because of Lemma 3.3. Assume now

that m is normal. Then r(m) = r(m) by Lemma 3.11 and so r(m) < 2 since g(m) < 1.

For (iii) => (i) we only need to show that if r(m) = 2 then T(A) is Cohen-Macaulay.

But, by Lemma 3.11 we have that m is normal with é2(m) = 1, henee by Theorem 3.12

F(A) is Cohen-Macaulay.

Example 3.14 (i) Let A = C [[a*, y, r]]/(a:4 + y4 + z2) (the local ring of an elliptic complex
surface singularity of type Ei)- It’s easy to see that in this case r(m) = 1 and m is not

normal, henee F(A) is not Cohen-Macaulay. (Note that r(m) r(m).)

(¡i) Let A = r;[[x.£/,z]]/(x3 4- j/3 + z3) (type Es). Then r(m) = 2, thus .F(A) is

Cohen-Macaulay by Theorem 3.13.(iii)Let A = C [[x, y, z]]/(x6 -f y3 + z2) (type Es)- Now we have r(m) = 1, and it can

be shown that m is normal. Therefore, F(A) is Cohen-Macaulay.

4 The case of analytic deviation one ideáis

Let I be an ideal of A. Recall that the analytic deviation of I is defined as the difference

ad(/) = s(I) - ht(/). The arithmetical properties of blow up rings of ¡deais with small
deviation have been deeply investigated in recent years, see e. g. [8,3,4,30,5], and the
results are particularly good when the reduction number of / is also small. Our main

goal in this section is to show that the fiber cone of any analytic deviation one ideal with
reduction number less or equal to one is Cohen-Macaulay.

Next lemma summarizes most of the properties concerning minimal reductions of ana¬

lytic deviation one ideáis we shall use. We say that I is generically a complete intersection
if fJ,(Ip) = ht(/) for all p 6 Min(A//).
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Lemma 4.1 Let (.4,m) be a local Cohén-Macaulay ring, and I a generically complete

intersection ideal of A with ht (/) = h. Assume ad(/j = 1 and let J be a minimal reduction

of I such that 12 — JI. Then, there are elements ai,.. .,a/i+i in J such that:(i)J = (ai ft/i+i) and a\,... ,ah is a regular sequence.

(ii) /p = (a! ah)P for all p G Min{A¡I).

(iii) ((ax,. ..,ah)m : a)í+1) D Im = {au ... ,ah)m for all n,m.

(iv) If h > 1, («i a/J' fl In = (a1?..., a/i)‘/n_‘ for all n > 1, i = 1,..., n — 1.

Proof. For (i) and (ii) see [30, Lemma 2.2]. By [8, Remark 2.1 (iii) and Lemma 2.5 (ii)]
we get (iii) and (iv).

Now we State the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.2 Let (A.m) be a Cohén-Macaulay local ring and I an ideal of A. Assume

that I is generically a complete intersection, ad(/) = 1, and r(I) < 1. Then, Fm(I) is

Cohén-Macaulay.

Proof. By induction on h = ht(J). Assume h = 0 and let J = (aj) a minimal reduction
of / as in Lemma 4.1. Since dimFm(I) = 1 it suffices to see that a® G I/ml«—*• Fm(I) is
not a zero divisor. This is equivalent to see that (m/n+1 : ai) fl In = m/n for all n > 0,
which is clear if n = 0 since ai is part of a minimal system of generators of /. Assume
n > 0 and let x G (mIn+1 : ai) fl In. Since r(I) < 1 we have Jn+l = a\In, so xai G mai/n
and there exists y G m/n such that ai(x - y) = 0. By Lemma 4.1(iii) x - y = 0 and so

(m/n+1 :ai)n In = mIn.

Assume now that h > 1 and let J = (ai,..., a^+i) be a minimal reduction of I as

in Lemma 4.1. First we are going to see that aj,...,a® is a regular sequence in Fm(I).
By Theorem 2.8 it suffices to show that (i): (ai,..., a^) fl Jn+l = (ai,..., a^)/n, and
(ii): (ai,... .a/,) n m/n+1 = (ai,..., a*)m/n, for all n > 0. (i) being a direct consequence

of Lemma 4.1(iv). let us prove (ii). If n = 0 then (ai,..., ah) fl mI = (ai,.. .,a/,)m be-
cause ai, a/, is part of a minimal system of parameters of /. Assume n > 0. Since
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r(I) < 1 then («x (n)nra/"+1 = (ax,.. .,ah)DmJIn = (ax,.. ., a/jD(m(ai,.. .,a/i)/n +

ma/,+1/n) = m(ax, «^)/n + ((«i,..., a^) fl ma/,+1/n). Thus it suffices to see that

(aj,.. .,ah) D mak+iln C m(ax,.. . ,a/J/n. Let xcih+i G (ax,.. .,a^) with x 6 m/n. Then
x € / H (ax,....: (ih+i and by Leraraa 4.1(¡ii) x 6 (ax,... , a^). Henee x G m/n H

(ax,...,<*&) = (ai a/¡)m/n_1 by ¡nduction. Consequently, xa/,+x G m(ax,.. .,dh)In as

we wanted to see.

Now set B = .4/(«x,..a/,), m = m/(ai,..a^), and 7 = //(ai,.. Then S
¡s Cohén-Macaulay, ad(/) = 1, and ?•(/) < 1. Furthermore, Fm(I)/(ax,..., a°) ~ Ftr(/),
henee by induction Fm(/) is Cohén-Macaulay and so Fm(/) is.

Remark 4.3 Note that one can find analytic deviation one ideáis with r(7) = 1 such that
the associated graded ring G(I) is not Cohen-Macaulay, see [30, Example].

Remark 4.4 By means of Theorem 4.2 we may also recover the case of monomials curves

in P3 lying on a quadric. Indeed, by [19, Proposition (3.1.2)] the defining ideal of such a

curve has analytic deviation and reduction number one.

5 The Hilbert function of Cohen-Macaulay fiber cones

In this section we want to describe the behaviour of the Hilbert function of Cohen-Macaulay

fiber cones. So assume (4,m) is a local ring, I = (In)n>o a good filtration of ideáis of
A, and let .J be a minimal reduction of X. There exists a finite morphism of graded rings
defined by

Fm(J) Fm(I)
a G Jn/mJn ip(a) = a° G In/mln

(note that $ is ¡njective in degree one since J fl mIx = mJ). Furthermore, J is generated

by a family of analytically independent elements and so Fm(J) is a polynomial ring in

fi(J) = s(X) variables. As a consequence we have that Fm(Z) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if
and only if Fm(I) is free as a Fm( J)-module. In particular, the multipllcity e(Fm(/)) equals
to its rank, and since JFm(I) = ©n>l(Z +tn/n)/m/n is generated by a system of parameters
of Fm(Z) with dim (Fm(Z)/./Fm(Z)) = 0 we obtain e(Fm(I)) = length(Fm(Z)/ZFm(Z)).
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We summarize the above considerations in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1 Let (.4, m) be a local ring and X a good filtration of ideáis of A. Let J be a

minimal reduction ofl. Then:

(i) Fm(I) is Cohén-Macaulay if and only if Fm(X) is free as a graded Fm(J)-module.

(ii) If Fm(I) is C'ohen-Macaulay then

rkFm(J)(-MI)) = e(Fm(I)) = length(Fm(I)/JFm(X)).

Remark 5.2 Observe that ¡f Fm(l) is Cohén-Macaulay then the morphism $ must be

injective, henee J" D m/n = mJn for all n > 0.

Now we mav give the following behaviour of the Hilbert function of a fiber cone which

is Cohen-Macaulay. It generalizes [27, Theorem 6] to good filtrations,

Theorem 5.3 Let (A. m) be a local ring and X = (/„)„>o fl good filtration of ideáis of A.
Let J be a minimal reduction ofX, r = rj(X), and s = s(T). If Fm(X) is Cohen-Macaulay
then

r

f.i{In) = - length(J/.-j/J/,-! O m/,))
1=0

DO

= ~ le»gth(.//1-i/</J¿-i O m/,))
¡=o

Proof. Consider the family of elements in Fm(X) given by { 1, {a° ,..., } > , where‘ t 1 r> ) 1=1,...,r

1 £ 4/m and {«^...., «^ } is a basis of the .4/m-vector space + JIi^\, for all i —

1,..., r. It’s then clear that 11, {r¿^ ,..., a9 } > is a system of generators of Fm(X)
as a Fm( J)-module which is a basis because its cardinal equals to length(Fm(I)/7Fm(J)) =

TkFm(j)(Fm(X)). Let us denote by 6’ = a°, for all i = l,...,r and j = l,...,r,.
Then, Fm(X) = ©’=1 (©^1.! bjFm(JÍj and taking the piece of degree n we get /n/m/n =
©•_0(¿>i,..., blri )Fm(J)„-i for all n > 0. Since length(Fm(7)n_,) = (n+*rj_1) we have that
l¿(In) = length(/„/m/n) = £[_0 r, (n+as"|''1). Furthermore, r¿ = length(/,/m/¿ + =

length((/,/m/¿)/( m/, + JIl_l/mIi)) = length(/¿/m/,) - length(m/,• + -

length(7/,_i/.//,_! O m/(). And the sum can be extended to oo since I¡ = JIi~\ for i > r.
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Remark 5.4 As a by-product of the above result we also get that if Fm(X) is Cohen-

Macaulay then rj[I) and length(.//t_ii D mi,) are independent of J for all i > 0.

The part concerning the independence of the reduction number can also be deduced for
adic filtrations from [16, Proposition 4.25]. See [7,18,29] for other related results.

Remark 5.5 It may be proven in the adic case that the converse of Theorem 5.3 also

holds, see [1]. The same idea can be applied for the case of good filtrations: Assuming
that particular form for the Hilbert function of the fiber cone and after a straightfor-
ward computation one gets that the multiplicity of Fm{X) coincides with the length of

Fm(X)/JFm(X), henee Fm(I)_being Cohen-Macaulay. We thank J. Verma for explaining us

that.

For the particular case of m-primary good filtrations whose associated graded ring ¡s

Cohen-Macaulay we may express the Hilbert function of the fiber cone in a better way.

As a consequence we also give and affirmative answer to what Shah conjectured in [27,
Question 3(d)].

Corollary 5.6 Let (.4. m) be a local ring and I = (/n)n>o a good filtration such that I\
is m-primary. Let J be a minimal reduction of X and r = rj(X). If G(X) and Fm(X) are

Cohen-Macaulay then

p(In) = í>(/«) - ^ for aU n > 0.
Furthermore, p{ I,) - p( J Ii-\) > 0 for all i = 0,..., r.

Proof. By Proposition 3.9 JIi-\ n m/, C J n mi, = C J/,_i fl mi, for all 0 < i < r,

thus JIí-i fl mi, = Jmli_i for all 0 < i < r. Novv, apply Theorem 5.3 and note that

p(Ii) - p{JIi-\) = length (/¿/mí, + .//,_!) > 0 for all i = 0,..., r.

Corollary 5.7 Let (A. m) be a local ring and I an ideal of A with r(I) = 1. Let s = s(I)
and assume Fm(I) is Cohen-Macaulay (for instance, if A is Cohen-Macaulay and I is

equimultiple). Then

//(/")
n + s - 1

s - 1
+ (/*(/) - s)

71-1-5-2
S - 1

for all n > 0.
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Proof. Apply Theorem 5.3 taking into account that if J is a minimal reduction of I then
Jílm/= mj.

If / is an analvtic deviation one ideal with small reduction number we then obtain:

Corollary 5.8 Let (A.m) be a Cohén-Macaulay local ring and I an ideal of A with ht (/) >

1. Assume I is genericully a complete intersection, ad(I) = 1, and r(I) = 1. Set h = ht (/).
Then

M(/n) = (” h k) h ~ ^(n + h ^ ^0r alln ~ °‘
Proof. Fm(I) is Cohen-Macaulay by Theorem 4.2.

As for m-primary ideáis whose second Hilbert coefficient is equal to one we record the

following nice formula if d = 2.

Corollary 5.9 Let (A.m) be a 2-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring and la m-

primary ideal which is integrally closed. Assume e^(/) = 1 and Fm(I) is Cohen-Macaulay.
Then

p{In) = np(I) for all n > 0.

Proof. Let J be a minimal reduction of I. By Lemraa 3.11 rj(I) = 2 and (?(/) is Cohen-

Macaulay. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.10 p(JI) = p{I2) - 1- Henee by Corollary 5.6 we

get n(In) = Ct1) + (mU) - 2)(") + ("71) = np(I) for all n > 0.

Similarly, if the second normalized Hilbert coefficient is one we obtain:

Corollary 5.10 Let (A, m) be a 2-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring which is an-

alytically unramifíed and I a m-primary ideal. Assume é2{I) = 1 and Fm(I is Cohen-
Macaulay. Then

p(In) — np{I) for all n > 0.

Finally, we may also recover the following result concerning the minimal number of

generators of the powers of the maximal ideal of an elliptic surface singularity.
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Corollary 5.11 [23, Corollary 3.6] Let (.4, m) be a local ring and assume A is an elliptic

surface singularity. Then, either /¿(m") = e(A)n + 1 = (emb(.4) - l)n for all n > 0, or

p(mn) = e{A)n = emb(.4)n for all n > 0.

Proof. Since .4 is elliptic </(m) < 1 and by Lemma 3.11, r(m) < 2. If r(m) = 1 then

<j(m) is Cohen-Macaulay by Corollary 3.7, henee by Corollary 5.7 /z(mn) = (emb(.4) —

l)n + 1 = e(A)n + 1 for all n > 0. If r(m) = 2 then m is normal by Lemma 3.11, and

F(A) = G(m) is Cohen-Macaulay by Theorem 3.12. Now apply Corollary 5.10 to get

/i(mn) = e(.4)n = emb(.4)n for all n > 0.
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